We investigate electromagnetic wave propagation in an inhomogeneous anisotropic medium. For the case of an orthotropic medium we derive the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, which is equivalent to a system of strongly singular integral equations. Uniqueness and existence of a solution is shown and we examine the regularity of the solution by means of integral equations. We prove the in nite Fr echet di erentiability of the scattered eld in its dependence on the refractive index of the anisotropic medium and we derive a characterization of the Fr echet derivatives as a solution of an anisotropic scattering problem.
1 Introduction.
Integral equation methods play a central role in the study of electromagnetic scattering problems. This is primarily due to the fact that the mathematical formulation of scattering problems leads to equations de ned over unbounded domains, and hence by the reformulation in terms of integral equations one can replace the problem over an unbounded domain by one over a bounded domain. They also form a powerful tool to study the various features of the problem and to treat the corresponding inverse scattering problems (c.f. 3]). Although integral equation methods for electromagnetic scattering from obstacles and isotropic inhomogeneous media have been quite far developed, the corresponding theory for anisotropic media is yet in its infancy. In many cases of practical importance, however, the assumption of an isotropic medium is unwarranted. There is a wide range of materials with an anisotropic behaviour in the presence of electromagnetic waves. For example, in medical imaging the nerves and organs such as the brain, the heart and the liver are strongly anisotropic. With this paper we want to start the investigation of electromagnetic scattering from anisotropic inhomogeneous bounded media by means of integral equations.
For the sake of simplicity we will restrict our attention to the case of orthotropic media since in this case we can reduce our problem to a problem in two dimensions. We will derive an integral equation of Lippmann-Schwinger type for the anisotropic scattering problem. Due to the anisotropic structure this equation has no longer the the form 'identity operator plus a compact operator' (as in the isotropic case), but it is an integro-di erential equation. We transform the equation into a system of strongly singular integral equations. We investigate the uniqueness and the existence of solutions to our system of integral equations in L 2 (IR 2 ) in section 3. In section 4 we then derive regularity properties of the solution by means of integral equations, i.e. we develop the existence theory in H l (IR 2 ); l 1. Here we give a proof which is independent of the existence and regularity theorems which are derived within the general theory of partial di erential equations. In recent years the developement of the theory of inverse problems has led to many further questions on the corresponding direct scattering problems. Of central importance is the fact that the inverse scattering problem is both nonlinear and improperly posed. A lot of work is done to develope Newton-type methods for the solution of inverse problems based on recent results for the Fr echet di erentiability of boundary value problems with respect to the domain (c.f. 7], 9], 10]). In section 5 we derive the in nite Fr echet di erentiability of the solution to the anisotropic scattering problem with respect to the refractive index N which, due to anisotropy, is now a matrix. Further we give a characterization of the n?th derivative by means of a corresponding anisotropic scattering problem. By this we lay a basis for the application of Newton-type methods for the solution of the inverse anisotropic scattering problem.
Maxwell`s Equations in an
Orthotropic Medium.
We consider time-harmonic electromagnetic wave propagation in an inhomogeneous anisotropic medium in IR where the wave number > 0 is de nded by 2 = 0 0 ! 2 and where we assume the refractive index N = N (x) to be a matrix which is given by
Here 0 denotes the magnetic permeability which is assumed to be constant, = (x) denotes the tensor of the electric permittivity, = (x) denotes the tensor of the electric conductivity and ! is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave. For physical reasons we can assume that is positive de nite and is positiv semi-de nite. In the case of a diagonal tensor this can be reduced to the usual positivity-conditions which are imposed on and in the scalar case. . We will work with matrices N(x) which can be pointwise diagonalized with an unitary complex matrix U(x), i.e. we have N(x) = U (x)N D (x)U(x) with a diagonal matrix N D (x) and U (x)U(x) = I for every x 2 IR 2 . Further we will assume that N D has a positive de nite real part and a negative semi-de nite imaginary part (for diagonal matrices this can be obtained from the assumptions on the matrix N ). We call this set of matrices S. For a wide range of practical applications these conditions are ful lled.
3 Uniqueness and Existence.
In this section we will establish the uniqueness and the existence of solutions to the scattering problem (2.8) -(2.11). For the uniqueness proof we use the unique continuation principle. The existence will be shown by means of integral equations. and obtain Mv = v from (3.14). From the de nition ofv using (3.11) we derive that v satis esv ? cos (2 ) sin (2 ) sin (2 ) cos (2 ) ! (3.21) with = j j(cos ; sin ). In the Fourier-space the operator T 0 becomes a multiplication operatork 0 ( ). For every point 2 IR 2 the matrix ? cos (2 ) sin (2 ) sin (2 ) cos (2 ) ! (3.22) simply rotates and re ects the vector (Fv 1 ( ) We have thus shown that in X(D) the left handside of (3.18) consists of the sum of the identity operator, an operator with norm lower than one and a compact operator. Lemma 3 Assume that the matrix N = I?M is semi-coercive and elliptc. Then the integral operator on the left hand side of (3.14) is injective and the integral equation 2
We now come to the existence theorem.
Theorem 4 For N = I ? M 2 S the operator given by the left hand side of (3.14)
is invertible in X(D) and the inverse operator is bounded.
Proof. Since the integral operator is injective we obtain the invertibility and the boundedness of the inverse by the Neumann series theorem and the Riesz-Fredholm theory for compact operators (see for example 6], Corollary 3.8).
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4 Regularity properties of the solution.
In this section we prove regularity properties of the solution of (3.14) by means of singular integral equations. 
